
First of all, I am interested in other cultures, countries and renewable energy sources too, so I applied the IP 

Programme. 

On the first day we travelled to Ulm. I have never been in Germany before.  Wow, the city 

is breathtaking. The most clean of city from litter. The 

entertainment facilities and services are well improved.  

I would like to go there by Erasmus programme soon. In my opinion 

it is a rich and economical place. 

We attended all of the lectures.  I liked Energy storage and Hybrid 

system lectures. They were interesting and special.   

After that, Prof. Dr. Thomas Walter prepared some E-bikes and we 

tried them. They were a lot of funny moments for me, because I 

hardly could sit on the bike. 

The next station was Linz in Austria. We went to Infineon and watched a Microchip development lecture. We had more 

free time, so we discovered the city.  Together we caused memorable moments to ourselves. We stayed in a **** stars 

of Ibis hotel. It was incredible and amazing.  For example  The Swedish buffet, beer sauna, the residential community 

and etc… 

Moreover, some people travelled to Grein by bike and e-bikes too. I was fortunate because I travelled by bus. The 

distance was only 53 kms. E-bikes are intelligent device because they use an electrical energy and save it to the battery 

cell. They try to help for a rider.  

The next day we moved to Melk and Krems. Otherwise I had to use a normal bike. 

Oh my God, I had never cycled more than 15kms before. The distance was 80 kms.  

On the other hand, the last 10 kms was horrible for me. In addition, I really like 

that. The others travelled by conventional bikes, e-bikes and bus.  

The sixth stop was Vienna in Austria. We learned about intelligent transportation 

system. I keen on visiting the city, because it is very similar to Budapest, due to 

the historical past. 

Seventh and Eight stations are Győr 

and Budapest in Hungary. We could 

see a solar energy for vehicle driving 

and the Development of vehicles using 

solar energy of the racing car and 



(bicycle, scooter, motorbike, truck). We visited some laboratory and tested, measured some vehicles. 

We travelled to Hatvan Bosch and we could try the Renewable Energy Park in Fót. 

The last stop was Óbuda University. Prof. Dr. Andrea Varga, and Gábor Szíjártó showed Charge infrastructure of electric 

cars and after that Péter Kádár represented Planning, forecasting of renewables. 

Finally, I really enjoyed the tour. I had made new friends and it was a huge adventure for me. It was fantastic. 

 

 

 

 

 


